Board Examines Drop in Black WUFApplicants

By HAROLD CHAPMAN

WFUApplicants Board

There is not one black here. It’s not a matter of numbers, but of making Black students feel welcome on campus.

Dr. Qp in Black percent, black. Students help improve relations on the campus. There was a sense of going places, stepping in, and feeling comfortable. It will show up in your work because you have to redefine the minority recruiting position. McPherson said.

The middle-class is going to be an important minority on campus.

Wake Forest is going to be an independent judiciary were created by the leaders and the leaders through the government.

Although virtue cannot be demanded of the masses, they can be educated to make it a virtue.

The competition itself is set up like the ancient democracies, Mansfield said. Although virtue cannot be demanded of the masses, they can be educated to make it a virtue.

We went to make a number of calls on national organizations, in order to make the public accept the possibility of the white world.

Cortin said that the Wake Forest administrators talk with representatives of the National Commission of Communities (a private organization), the National Association of Realtors, and the National Department of Housing and Urban Development.

We’re going to see some changes made before the fall 1986 semester.

I'm not sure we could do the job with a real estate office.
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Editor in Chief Resigns; New Editor Approved

By CHRISTINE M. VANBOLY
Old Gold and Black Senior Reporter

Reynolds Finalists Visit Campus

A major new scholarship program, sponsored by the Wake Forest Alumni Council, has been established to attract high school students who have excelled in the areas of leadership, humanities, and the arts, and who demonstrate entrepreneurial experience. The Reynolds Scholarship, averaging $2,500 to $3,000 per student, is available to 25 students, and the awards will be presented to each student.

Wake Forest University President Thomas K. Hearn Jr. said, "We are pleased to announce the new scholarships at last week's Board of Trustees meeting. These scholarships are an important part of our efforts to attract and retain the best students from across the country."

The Reynolds Finalists Visit Campus

The Committee for Reynolds Finalists Visit Campus was established to ensure the best possible candidates are selected for the Reynolds Scholarship. The committee consists of faculty members from across the university, including the Office of Admissions, the Office of Student Affairs, and the Office of Alumni Affairs.

The committee will meet on a regular basis to review applications and make recommendations to the Board of Trustees. The committee will also provide feedback to the Office of Admissions on the effectiveness of the scholarship program.

The Reynolds Scholarship is one of the largest scholarships offered by Wake Forest University. The scholarship covers tuition, fees, and room and board, and is renewable for a total of four years.

The Reynolds Scholarship is open to students who are enrolled in high school and have a minimum GPA of 3.5. Students must also demonstrate leadership, academic achievement, and financial need.

The committee is committed to selecting the best possible candidates for the scholarship, and is looking forward to the upcoming meeting to review the first set of applications.
WFU Physical Plant Manager Receives Award for Excellence

BY ELIZABETH MORTON

2 LOCATIONS CONVENIENT
TO CAMPUS

7758 N. POINT BLVD. (BESIDE FOOD LION)
725-1740

2849 REYNOLDS ALLEY (PINE RIDGE PLAZA)
724-3919

OPEN 9 A.M. - 9 P.M. SAT.,
12:30 - 7 P.M SUNDAY

The CONSUMER CONCERNED
DISCOUNT DRUG CHAIN

LAUNCHES A NEW 1987 PROGRAM

Do You Feel You Are Being Overcharged for Drugs?

TALK TO A PROFESSIONAL PHARMACIST

PHARMACIST APPEAL FORM

To file a pharmacist appeal, complete the form and return it to:

The CONSUMER CONCERNED DISCOUNT DRUG CHAIN

2 LOCATIONS CONVENIENT TO CAMPUS

7758 N. POINT BLVD. (BESIDE FOOD LION)
725-1740

2849 REYNOLDS ALLEY (PINE RIDGE PLAZA)
724-3919

When you feel you are being overcharged for any pharmacy item in our chain, please talk to a pharmacist or complete the attached form and return it to the nearest CONSUMER CONCERNED outlet.

THE CONSUMER CONCERNED DISCOUNT DRUG CHAIN

WE ARE CONCERNED!

If you are dissatisfied with the cost of any prescription item purchased at any of our branches, the pharmacist will help you resolve the problem.

No obligation.

LEAD THE ADVENTURE.

By TOM LAGANE

WFU Physical Plant Manager Shannon E. Browne, assistant dean of students for development, placed 31 percent of this year's pledges on the Kappa Psi fraternity. "The pledge night was one of our favorite nights," he said.

"The pledges were the first thing we saw all night," Browne said. "I felt good about the recruits we brought in."

"The first thing we saw all night," Browne continued, "was the face of a student who had excitedly volunteered to take a picture of our pledge class."

"The students were so excited," Browne said. "I felt good about the recruits we brought in."

The selection of the award is challenging, Browne said. "It is a feeling of pride, responsibility and fun."

"We are looking for girls who are interested in being counselors," Browne said. "We are looking for girls who are interested in being counselors."
Voicing

A couple of years ago, I attended a Buddhist retreat that was held at a monastery in the Blue Ridge Mountains. During the retreat, we were asked to meditate on the nature of reality and the perception of self. As a result, I have come to understand that our perception of reality is shaped by our beliefs, our cultural background, and our personal experiences. I now believe that it is important to challenge our assumptions and to be open to new perspectives.

Wrestling

Wrestling is a sport that combines physical strength and technique. It requires athletes to be able to control their own bodies and to use their opponents' movements against them. Wrestling can be a challenging sport, but it can also be a rewarding one. It requires discipline, dedication, and hard work to become a successful wrestler.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Customer Service

As a registered nurse in the Student Health Center, I have noticed a trend in the way that students interact with us. Many students expect to receive a certain level of service, but they are often ungrateful when they do not receive it. As a result, our staff can become frustrated and may not provide the best care possible. I believe that it is important for students to be respectful and to appreciate the work that our staff members do.

Ailment

I recently discovered a story that has been circulating on social media. It is about a student who was diagnosed with a rare medical condition. The student's family has been raising money to cover the costs of their medical care, but they have not received any help from the university. I believe that it is important for us to support our students and to be aware of their needs.

Unsanitary Eyesore

I have noticed that the sidewalks and streets in our neighborhood are often dirty and littered. It is important for us to be responsible and to take care of our environment. By doing our part, we can help to create a cleaner and safer community.

Voicing

I recently had the opportunity to attend a community meeting to discuss the future of our local park. Many people were concerned about the state of the park and the need for improvements. I believe that it is important for us to be involved in our community and to work together to make our neighborhoods better places to live.

Wrestling

Wrestling is a sport that requires a lot of discipline and hard work. I recently attended a wrestling tournament and was impressed by the athletes' dedication to their craft. I believe that we can all learn from the example of these young men and women and apply their principles to our own lives.
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Voicing Conscientious Objection

A couple of years ago, during spring break, I attended a prayer vigil in support of South- erners who were being forced to leave their homes by Northern forces. During the vigil, I was informed about U.S. policy in Central America and the terrible conditions for workers in Central American countries. This made me think about what was happening in Central America. During the vigil, I was also informed about the great need forঅলংকার
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A couple of years ago, during spring break, I attended a prayer vigil in support of Southernners who were being forced to leave their homes by Northern forces. During the vigil, I was informed about U.S. policy in Central America and the terrible conditions for workers in Central American countries. This made me think about what was happening in Central America. During the vigil, I was also informed about the great need for other groups of people to be helped. Together in candle-lit, homemade banners that we carried, we lit candles, took up songs, and prayed. We left the vigil with a stronger desire to learn more about Central America.

Perhaps of even more importance was the whole experience of the vigil and how important it is for our government to support. This was the first protest I had ever attended. We had been allowed to take the course being offered at the time, and we had been informed about the consequences.

Voicing Conscientious Objection

I remember not feeling extremely nervous about what we were doing, but from the size of the group, we were not taking the course being offered at the time, and we had been informed about the consequences. Despite this, the protest was a success. The man's spirit was a reason the protest was a success.
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Czech Philharmonic Conveys Emotions of Neumann

By ED BONAVANCE
The New York Times

Wednesday night, the Czech Philharmonic orchestra performed a concert of music by the Czech composer, Bedrich Smetana and Antonin Dvorak. Under the direction of the orchestra's principal conductor, Marecek Victor Neumann, the Philharmonic brought their emotion, sentiment and style with Wistful

And Schenker and Schubert have been informally recognized since the late 19th century as the national composer of Czechoslovakia and are certainly the most popular music. Neumann, the conductor, Maestro Vaclav certainly the most popular ones.

The concert opened the Overture to Neumann's Op. 76 by Dvorak. Unlike Dvorak's Neumann Symphony No. 9 (From the New World), this earlier work doesn't possess the triumphant themes that make "New World" such a crowd pleaser. Symphony No. 7 undoubtedly a great work, and it was performed well. Its effective use of the piece should have given it greater depth, the Philharmonic's performance sounded somewhat time whatever the music was less than sufficient. The music composed by Dvorak is quite beautiful, and the orchestra played it with great technique, but the performance seemed lack energy and inspiration.

As an encore, the orchestra performed Fausto. No. 6 in D-minor with the final movement, or the final act that concludes the opera, a piece that Dvorak composed to celebrate Charles Dickens birthday in grand style.

The piece opened with the peeling of trumpeted bell-tones that recalled Smetana's opera, The Bartered Bride, which was composed by the composer of Unnatural Lovers.
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Congressman Speaks in Bendle

Challenges Political Issues as Part of Black History Month

By BILL DARRINGTON

"Black Americans have worked too hard and come too far to ignore our moral concerns," and Ronald Dellums, U.S. Representative, in his address Sunday in Bendle Beck Hall.

Dellums (D-Calif.) spoke as part of Black History Month at Wake Forest, sponsored by the Black Student Alliance and the office of minority affairs.

Dellums challenged the nuclear arms build-up, foreign policy and the priorities of this country, as he said it should not be limited to social issues. He said that the nuclear question is "not simply a white, middle class, intellectual concern. It is a human issue."

Terry Stine, the president of the Black Christian Fellowship, said that the purpose of Black History Month is to commemorate the achievements of black Americans. He said that results from ignorance of the contributions that blacks have made to the progress of mankind, are based, said that he hopes that improved racial relations will result from educating Americans about these contributions.

Dellums has represented California's eighth congressional district since 1977, serves on the House Armed Services Subcommittee on Military Operations and Facilities and is a senior member of the House Armed Services Subcommittee on National Security, Intelligence and Related Agencies of the House Armed Services Committee. He is the sponsor of a bill to bar funding for research into a controversial area of nuclear weapons development.

Dellums addressed the question of nuclear war, as he said that the weapons of the future will be a deterrent to war, but also a deterrent to peace. He said that the U.S. government has a "limited and essential military budget" which diversifies attention and leaves from important social issues. Dellums cited the example of 30 million black Americans living in poverty, and he said that as long as each social injustice exists, the threat of war and violence will persist.

It's eleven p.m.
Do you know where your paper is?

Let's be real. Compare the equipment she's using to yours. If you are both trying to type through a mountain, she's got a better keyboard and you don't have a listening fork.

Don't despair. Your problem is already half solved. For a limited time, you can buy an Apple® Macintosh Plus or a Macintosh 520 SE Enhanced computer with Microsoft Works—for less money. Which is wonderful.

You get a Macintosh, with its speed, ease of use, and graphics capabilities. Plus, you get a software program that lets you use all this Macintosh power in all your subjects.

Microsoft Works is not just one program. It's four integrated programs: word processing, data base management, spreadsheet with charting, and communications.

Moreover you can put charts in your history essays. Spread sheets in your economics papers. Call Dow Jones News/Retrieval at 2:00 a.m. to get the facts for your journalism story due at 8:00 a.m.

So if you're taking more than one subject this semester, you should check out Macintosh and Microsoft Works.

But don't wait till the eleventh hour. This offer will end soon.

And your paper might just stay out all night.

Macintosh and Microsoft Works
Schoonmaker Wins ODK Award

By JENNIFER BOWDEN

The gold and black Reporter

At the Founders’ Day Convocation last Thursday, Donald J. Schoonmaker, professor of music, with their first award for contributions to student life.

"What we were look-for was someone extremely," said Craig Viele, the chairman of the ODK committee that selected Schoonmaker. He was chosen for his role as a source of extra-curricular activities, especially said.

It was a complete surprise to me," Schoonmaker said about the award. "I really didn’t expect it. As a matter of fact, I almost didn’t even go to convocation that day because I had so much work to do. The committee had notified me, and I didn’t find out until later.

Schoonmaker is a Wake Forest graduate and a former Student Government president. "It’s an honor to have an award presented to us that has been chosen by students," Schoonmaker said.
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Deacons Rally To Tourney Win

BY RON MONTESANO
Sports Editor

Our Deacons face a particularly difficult task today, playing against the top-ranked team in the country. However, the Deacons have a strong defense and are confident they can pull off the upset. The game starts at 7:30 PM at the Dean Smith Center in Chapel Hill.

Terps Hand Women 7th Straight ACC Setback

BY CHAD KELLEHER

Jim Boeheim's Orange Empire girls basketball team won today, 69-64, over the Maryland Terrapins. It was a hard-fought game, and the Orange Empire will now move on to the ACC tournament next week.

Humorous IM Nicknames Give Insight Into Teams' Personality

T he intramural basketball season at Wake Forest is in full swing, and the teams are competing fiercely. One thing that stands out is the creativity and wit of the team names. Here are some of the most humorous and descriptive names:

- The Misfits: This team is known for their uninhibited style of play.
- The Straight Spuds: They are known for their strong defense.
- The Dunkensteins and the Mother Worms: Their name reflects their passion for play.
- The Rock 'n Roll Band: They are known for their high-energy performances.

In contrast to those teams that deride their opponents, the Wake Forest community celebrates the diversity and uniqueness of each team. The intramural program is a platform for students to showcase their personalities and bring a sense of fun and camaraderie to the campus.
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Barbers Truwein leads the Deacons basketball.

T he intramural basketball season at Wake Forest is in full swing, and the teams are competing fiercely. One thing that stands out is the creativity and wit of the team names. Here are some of the most humorous and descriptive names:

- The Misfits: This team is known for their uninhibited style of play.
- The Straight Spuds: They are known for their strong defense.
- The Dunkensteins and the Mother Worms: Their name reflects their passion for play.
- The Rock 'n Roll Band: They are known for their high-energy performances.

In contrast to those teams that deride their opponents, the Wake Forest community celebrates the diversity and uniqueness of each team. The intramural program is a platform for students to showcase their personalities and bring a sense of fun and camaraderie to the campus.
Atlantic Coast Conference Teams Prepare for Tough Stretch Run
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Underrated and Unknown, Ivy Is Making Impact on League

By JENNY D. WHITE
Assistant Sports Editor

If people around the Atlantic Coast Conference were asked to name the best rookie in the ACC this year, who do you think they would name? Probably that guy from Miami or the hallmark down in Chapel Hill. J.R. Reid, however, has a candidate of his own for the top rookie honors in the conference this year: Ivy.

It’s, however, not going to stir the emotions or media coverage of some of his other classmates. One reason for this may be that

Donnelly Signs 22 Football Recruits for Wake Forest

By RICH CARTER
ter and Then Worse

Head Football Coach Bill Donnelly announced Wednesday that 22 players had signed letters of intent to attend Wake Forest next fall. Wednesday was the National Signing Day, the first day on which prospects could sign with a college.

The group includes 11 incoming freshmen, five junior college transfers, and one player from Wallace State Junior College dropped in football program following the 1986 season.

The incoming class has players from ten differ-ent states, including five from North Carolina, Virginia, and Florida.

William Parker, assistant director of recruiting, had this to say about his signing day: "Today is a day that Coach Donnelly and I look at as the beginning of his second year in recruiting. Some of these kids have signed in the past and some of them will sign in the future. I think we’re filling a need for much style of play. I just try to see if we can get him to Adeon to improve, to go to another position on his high school team, always playing with his back to the field. He was not concerned in as much scoring, but was looked to for a great deal of rebounding.

This year, however, he has had to adjust to the role of playing further from the basket while still trying to get his share of rebounds.

"Last year I was already on the inside, and this year, I have to come in. It’s more of a challenge," Ivy said.

Although the Deacons’ 11-11 record is something of a disap-pointment, Coach Donnelly said his team’s play has improved over the past few weeks.

"I think we’re playing as a team right now. Hopefully it will continue and we can get a couple of ACC games before Tyrone and Mark graduate this year," Ivy said.

Does Tyrone Ivy have not received as much attention as some other rookies in the conference? "Not really," he said. "I don’t try that affect my game. I just try to use my way up to what they have us to speak.

As many conference foes might say, he already has.
Blundering Herd Overcomes Brothers Behind Vaughn's 21

By R.J. MILLER

The Blundering Herd improved to 7-2 overall, and the Brothers fell to 5-4.

The second half momentum fluctuated from time to time, but the Blundering Herd pulled out the win.

Kelly Vaughn led the Blundering Herd with 21 points. James Phillips had 12, and Scotty Johnson stepped in with 11. Leading for the Brothers was DuBose with 10 points. Followed by Greg Scott with 12 points and Mike Hjalmar and Jimmy Seminick with 10 points each.

Whenever the Blundering Herd and the Brothers meet, it will be much closer. They were not as aggressive in the first half. Their rally in the second half put us back into the match.

The Blundering Herd improved to 5-0 overall, and the Brothers fell to 5-1.

Notorious Remains Undefeated By Defeating All-Stars 35-32

By RJ. MILLER

Notorious maintained its undefeated status Monday with a 35-32 victory over an aggressive All-Stars squad in a women's Hollins Conference matchup.

The All-Stars led early in the game, but by the middle of the first half Notorious jumped out in front with 20 unanswered points, making the score 10-0. The All-Stars' aggressive use of a 2-3-2 zone defense kept them in the game during the second half. With under a minute left to play, the All-Stars pulled within two points, but could not get closer.

Shannon Brown and Gina Horan were the leading scorers for the All-Stars, each scoring 19 points.

Scotty Johnson, the Notorious coach, said, "They just played better. They played aggressive, Notorious played well. The game went down to the wire, and we pulled it out." And the game was a "backs-to-the-wall" situation, which means when we play Notorious, it's a "backs-to-the-wall" situation.

It's much easier to play against Notorious, because you can't fly for as much as you can against Notorious.

I know how you can play for as much as you can against Notorious. I know how you can fly for as much as you can against Notorious. I know how you can fly for as much as you can against Notorious.

You could get no closer. Notorious improved their record to 4-0, and the All-Stars dropped to 3-1.
Wake Forest Defends Its NCAA Title
STUDENT UNION NETWORK PRESENTS.....

TURN YOUR LUCK AROUND

A SOCIAL EVENT IN CELEBRATION OF

FRIDAY THE 13TH

(On Friday the 13th, of course!)

4:00-5:00 P.M. Magnolia Room

FOOD, ENTERTAINMENT, AND DOOR PRIZES-
INCLUDING TWO BLACK AND WHITE TV'S

DON'T MISS THIS ONE!!!!!!!!!!!!

129 OAKWOOD DRIVE
(Near Thruway Shopping Center)
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27103
723-6160

SUB STATION II

Have You Seen
The 5 Ft. Plus
Sub Sandwich?

Feeds 30 People
or
25 Students

25 Different Subs And Over
19 Different Salads To Choose From

You Can Eat In Or Make It To Go

3443 ROBIN HOOD ROAD
Winston-Salem, N.C. 27106
765-1251

There Is
No Substitute For
True Deacons
Or Subs!!

They offer a “Complete Meal On A Bun”, and
are open 7 days a week
for your convenience

Have You Seen
The 5 Ft. Plus
Sub Sandwich?
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Baseball
ACC batting champion Morabito and pitcher Humber lead the Diamond Deacons as they shoot for the ACC Crown

By Jabin D. White

Men’s Golf
Led by sophomores Mattaice, Straub and Fabyan, Wake Forest prepares to defend the NCAA Championship

By Ron Montesano

Women’s Golf
The Deacons have their hopes resting on a blend of young and promising golfers, led by senior Wadsworth

By Wayne Teague

Men’s Tennis
The loss of four players and a demanding schedule will be major obstacles for Dallwitz’s and company to overcome

By Russell Rogers

Women’s Tennis
Van Wijk, Kowalewski, Lodewyks and Jackson hope to lead Wake Forest into the upper echelon of the conference.

By Colleen Koontz

Track
Rioux and Dunn will lead the Deacon women runners, while Hume, Babcock and Inman pace the efforts of the young men.

By H.B. Thomas

The Old Gold and Black Spring Sports Preview is dedicated to the memory of Nikos Ridle.
Ridle, who would have been a junior this year at Wake Forest, was killed Aug. 18, 1986, in a car accident near his home in Billings, Mont. Ridle was expected to be an integral part of Head Coach Ian Crookenden’s 1987 men’s tennis squad. His death left a void both on and off the court. He has been missed deeply by his family, teammates, coach and friends.
Baseball

Core Of 1986 Squad, Several Newcomers Provide Crater With Reason For Optimism

With the coming of the 1987 season, Coach Marvin Crater of the Wake Forest baseball team is smiling — and why shouldn't he be? He receives the return of the ACC's top batter, six sophomores who turned in excellent freshman seasons last year, 14 newcomers including several outstanding junior college transfers and an improving pitching staff.

Things are definitely looking up for Wake Forest baseball, including an improved facility at Layton Field, home of the Diamond Deacons.

This team, however, will be tested by a very difficult schedule, which includes games with Miami of Florida and Florida International, as well as three games with each conference team during the ACC campaign.

"I expect we're going to have a good ball club, in fact I know we are. I think we're going to surprise a few people with our strength and talent this year. But probably the most surprising thing will be our defense," Crater said.

Batting will again be the strength of the Deacons, as the core of players who broke every Wake Forest batting record last year returns. Among the returnees is ACC batting average leader John Morabito, who is entering his junior season.

Morabito, a 5-10, 175 lb. outfielder from McLean, Va., led the conference with a .393 batting average last season, hit 10 home runs and had 51 RBI's.

"Potentially he [Morabito] is going to be between a .380-.400 hitter almost any year he plays, and of course he's had two proven years," Crater said.

Home run leaders Anthony Mainsano and Wade Perry also return, bringing power to the Deacon lineup. Mainsano, a 6-1, 205 lb. catcher from Atlanta, Ga., had 15 home runs and 49 RBI's last year. Perry, a 6-0, 180 lb. outfielder from Hickory, N.C., had 15 home runs and 47 RBI's. Perry also stole seven bases out of eight attempts.

Another returning player is first baseman Johnny Koons, a 5-0, 200 lb. sophomore from Winston-Salem, who had a .305 average last year while hitting nine homers and knocking in 47 runs.

Outfielders Sean Gallagher and Kip Kingsmore also return after excellent freshman seasons in 1986. Gallagher, a 5-11, 175 lb. sophomore from Falls Church, Va., had a .333 average last year with six home runs and 36 RBI's. Kingsmore, a 5-11, 185 lb. sophomore from Altavista, Va., batted .353 in his freshman year with three home runs and 10 RBI's. Kingsmore also swiped five bases out of six attempts.

While the core of last year's team returns, some new faces will also be seen at Layton Field.

Brian Shabosky, a 6-0, 180 lb. freshman from McLean, Va., has already emerged as the starting shortstop. Shabosky was an All-Metro player at Langley High School last year.

Florida all-state player Rob Stiegeler, a 6-1, 185 lb. junior from Pompano Beach, Fl., is one of the many heralded junior college transfers that Crater has added to his roster. Stiegeler, a third-round draft choice by the St. Louis Cardinals, will take over the starting third baseman's job on the squad.

Mike DeFranco, a 5-9, 155 lb. sophomore from Sudbury, Mass., and junior college transfer Steve Boisvert, a 5-10, 165 lb. junior from Woonsocket, R.I., will handle the duties at second base for the Deacons.

The pitching staff looks to be improved, despite the loss of Erik Hanson, who is currently with the Seattle Mariners AA organization.

Frank Humber, a 6-1, 220 lb. sophomore from Ft. Lauderdale, Fl., returns after an excellent freshman year that included a team-best ERA of 3.70 and a record of 7-2.

David Mabe, Scott Sicle and Buddy Jenkins complete the Deacon pitching rotation, while Craig Gourlay will be the top reliever.

Mabe, a 5-10, 180 lb. junior from Pilot Mountain is a junior college transfer, while Buddy Jenkins is a 6-3, 205 lb. freshman from Hamptonville.

Sicle, who transferred to Wake Forest from Georgetown prior to last season, returns for his junior year after garnering a perfect 3-0 record with the Deacons last season.

Gourlay, 6-6 and 185 lbs., is the only senior on the Deacon roster this year, and will be counted on for leadership and experience out of the bullpen.

"We have a little more [pitching] depth than in the past few years, and if Gourlay does well, we'll have a tough ball club," Crater said.

The new facilities at Layton Field seem to be a definite benefit to the Diamond Deacons. The new stadium should be ready by the first home game on February 28th (against Virginia Commonwealth), while the indoor facilities and batting cages should be ready soon after that.

"It shows that they [the athletic department] are really trying to do something to upgrade our athletic programs," Crater said. "It's already helped us sign some recruits for 1988."

A fund drive involving former Deacon players was carried out to raise money for the project. $100,000 was raised in the drive, and Crater called the response greatly accepted.

In assessing the conference race this season, Crater believes that all the teams will be improved. Georgia Tech has been ranked eighth in the nation in the pre-season polls.

"I think the conference should shape up with Georgia Tech, Clemson, North Carolina and Wake Forest, not necessarily in that order," Crater said. "I think we'll be in the top four, and I'll be disappointed if we aren't."

"Personally I think this will be one of our better years, because our six rookies are seasoned players now, and we've added several junior college players to strengthen us," Crater said.

— By Jabin D. White
The Diamond Deacons will have plenty of offensive firepower in 1987, and home run scenes like this one may be often repeated.
Despite his youth, sophomore Tim Straub will be looked to for leadership from the Deacon men's golf team.

Schedule
Feb. 27
Mar. 1 at Palmetto Classic
Mar. 7-9 at Border Olympic Invitational
Mar. 13-14 at Rafael Arancon Invitational
Mar. 27-29 at Duke Classic
Apr. 3-4 at Furman Invitational
Apr. 17-18 at ACC Tournament
Apr. 24-26 at Chris General Invitational
May 29-30 at Oak Tree Invitational

COACH JESSE HADDOCK
A new look awaits followers of the defending national champion Wake Forest Demon Deacons men's golf team. The emphasis this year is on youth, as the starting five boasts of no juniors or seniors.

The national championship was won last year on the strength of two seniors. Now, however, they are gone. What kind of season will we see? The four starters, besides Mattiace, are Tim Straub, Individual Champion last fall at the Elks River Intercollegiate, Barry Fabian, Tony Mollica, and Eoghan O'Connell, champion at the Guilford Invitational.

The team will compete in nine other tournaments, including the ACC Championships in Greensboro, the Rafael Alarcon Intercollegiate across the border in Mexico, and, finally, the NCAA Championships in Columbus, Ohio.

In the most recent national poll, the Deacons were ranked second in the country, behind Oklahoma State. This would seem to indicate a showdown come June. Before that, however, comes a tournament in which Wake Forest has never competed.

The Oak Tree Invitational, hosted by Oklahoma State, falls two weeks before the NCAA's. This tournament consistently draws the top teams in the country, and is an excellent preview for the national championships.

"Oak Tree is an excellent tournament, and we are excited and honored to be playing in the tournament. It is, of course, played on Oklahoma State's home course, and they will have a decided advantage. However, we are young and very team-oriented, and this will help us along the way," coach Haddock said.

When asked about the team's goals for the season, Mattiace replied, very simply, "To win. We have set very high goals for the season, even higher than last year."

Wherever they go, the Wake Forest golf team will be expected to be competitive in the tournament. There is no question that the team has the talent, and if they can keep their emotions under control, and carry out their plan, they just might be number one at the end of the year.

After all, the 1976 Deacons were ranked second going into the spring, and they captured their second title in a row. Who says lightning can't strike twice again?

— By Ron Montesano
Women’s Golf
Wadsworth, Young Golfers Try To Continue Winning Ways

A year after winning the Atlantic Coast Conference golf championship, the Wake Forest women's golf squad faces a demanding schedule with a young and promising collection of golfers, led by one of the nation's youngest and most promising coaches.

Coach Mary Beth McGirr hit the Wake Forest athletic scene with a splash—by winning the school's first ACC Championship, a feat nearly equal to that of the men winning the NCAA Championship. In her second year McGirr expects more good things from her squad.

"My goals have not changed at all from when I took the job," she said. "Last spring's success only strengthened my goal for this program to be a top ten program. This year's team is young, and our players had to play a tougher fall schedule than was the case in '85, but I think we showed some good things. All programs have to live through some inexperience, and our time is this spring."

Most of that experience from the squad was lost in the person of Brenda Corrie, a first-team all-America selection in 1986.

"We knew life without Brenda would be difficult, and it has been," McGirr said. "We are losing 72's and replacing them with 82's, so we have had to endure through a 10-shot swing in our game this past fall."

Foremost among these players is senior Helen Wadsworth, a Golf Week pre-season all-National Team selection. Wadsworth led the Deacons in all five fall tournaments with a stroke average of 76.7.

Her best finish came in the Ford Collegiate Invitational in September (fourth place) to open the fall season. As well as she played, McGirr is confident she can play even better. "Helen had a good fall but not a great one," McGirr said. "Both she and I are hoping for a great spring."

Behind Wadsworth is a trio of players who form the "nucleus" of the Deacons. The three are Laura D’Allesandro, Karen Noble, and Kieran Prechtl. D’Allesandro finished the fall season with a 79.5 stroke average, followed by Prechtl at 79.6 and Noble at 79.8.

The fifth spot is up for contention among Anne-Marie Goslak (82.6), Loren Milhench (84.5) and Kim Logue (84.0).

McGirr was a little disappointed with the fall season but has high hopes for the spring. "I was disappointed in our fall season, and I think our players were disappointed, too," McGirr said.

"I scheduled tougher tournaments looking towards the future of our program, and I think it will help us in the long run. We have a nice nucleus to work with this spring, and I am looking forward to us being competitive in every tournament," McGirr added.

"Our problem in the fall was overall inconsistency," McGirr said. "We open with our first tournament in three weeks. The snow has disrupted practices but I hope for three good weeks of practice."

"My personal expectations are high," she said. "I want two top three finishes in the spring tournaments. I sincerely and truly believe we are capable of it. We can totally forget the fall and start over again. It's a whole new season."

"I think our nucleus of the first four players will play much more consistently," McGirr said. "More importantly, if Kim Logue, Loren Milhench, and Anne-Marie Goslak can shoot lower, competitive scores we will be very competitive. That to me is the key."

— By Wayne Teague
Stephan Dallwitz, last season’s number two seed, will be counted on to help the men’s tennis team overcome the loss of four players.

Schedule

Feb. 14: Alabama
Feb. 21: at Old Dominion
Feb. 22: at William & Mary
Feb. 27: at South Carolina
Feb. 28: at Kentucky
Mar. 1: at Northwestern
Mar. 5: at Georgia Tech
Mar. 7: at Georgia
Mar. 9: at Clemson
Mar. 10: at Northeastern
Mar. 11: at LSU
Mar. 13: at Arkansas
Mar. 14: at Southeast Louisiana
Mar. 15: at Auburn
Mar. 17: Davidson
Mar. 18: Furman
Mar. 21: at Purdue at Penn State
Mar. 22: at West Virginia
Mar. 25: at North Carolina
Mar. 27: Virginia
Mar. 29: Maryland
Apr. 1: at N.C. State
Apr. 3-5: at Houston Intercollegiate
Apr. 7: Clemson
Apr. 9: at Duke
Apr. 11: at Appalachian State
Apr. 15-18: at ACC Tournament
May 2: at Tennessee
Men's Tennis
Crookenden's Team Faces Difficult Schedule With Several Newcomers, Three Veterans

After a fifth place finish in the final Atlantic Coast Conference standings, and an overall record of 18-15 last year, the Wake Forest men's tennis team enters this spring season looking for even more success.

The Deacons achieved last season's mark despite playing an extremely tough schedule. This year's slate is just as demanding, as the team will do battle against at least nine teams that were ranked in the country's top 25 pre-season rankings. The schedule includes the number seven through ten spots last year.

Other returning players and Mark Kriscunas returns after seeing action at both the number five and six spots last year. Other returning players Paul Kanlo, Jay Stephens, David Bayliff and Scott Crowder are expected to contribute as well.

Stefan Dallwitz was 18-14 overall last year, and 5-5 in the ACC. Christian Dallwitz was 21-11, 7-3. Kriscunas compiled a 6-12, 0-4 mark.

In doubles, the only returning pair is the number one Dallwitz brothers team. They had a 14-17 record last season, 3-7 in conference play.

Preparing for their first spring season of college tennis are Mark Greenan, Doron Hartol, Lance Iliffeld and David Aycock. Greenan was heavily recruited and chose Wake Forest over such powerful tennis schools as Pepperdine and Arkansas. Hartol, who is from Israel, and Iliffeld, who is from South Africa, are both highly ranked players in their respective nations, and Aycock is a talented freshman transfer from Appalachian State.

The team will have to deal with the loss of four key players from last year. John Vinson, who played number one singles and was 10-2, 0-10, Marco Lucioni, last year's Most Valuable Player with a record of 19-12, 6-4, and Fred Seeley (8-7, 4-2) all graduated from the 1986 squad. Nikos Ridile, who was expected to contribute greatly this year as a junior after compiling a 13-18, 3-7 record, was killed in an automobile accident last August.

Crookenden feels that the team's lack of experience will be one of the biggest obstacles to overcome.

"We will miss the experience of the four players we lost," Crookenden said. "Combining solid academics and good college tennis is not an easy thing to do; it takes some time. But, if we work hard and keep our dedication and poise throughout the season, this team can be very successful.

"A significant result from our fall season was the integration of the new freshman and the returning juniors, and the jelling of team spirit. Every individual feels good about the team's chances."

Within the ACC, Clemson, which is consistently ranked in the top ten in the country, along with North Carolina, Duke and Georgia Tech will provide the toughest competition. As an immediate goal, Crookenden hopes the team can finish higher than last year's fifth place. To accomplish this goal, the squad must defeat one of the conference's top teams.

After defeating two nationally-ranked teams in Alabama and Auburn last year, Crookenden is obviously looking for more. "I believe we can beat four or five of the nationally-ranked teams we play," Crookenden said.

The players and opportunities are present for this to be a banner year for Wake Forest tennis. The new players will acquire the needed experience as the season progresses. If the chemistry within the team continues to improve and the players continue their hard work, the squad's goals can certainly be reached.

—By Russell Rogers
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Women's Tennis

Allen Hopes Squad Builds on Fall Success
To Improve Last Season's Conference Fifth

After compiling a perfect 3-0 record in dual matches and claiming four individual tournament titles in the fall season, the Wake Forest women's tennis team hopes to continue its success in the spring.

Head Coach Dede Allen feels confident that the Deacons, who finished fifth in the ACC Tournament last year, have a good opportunity to break into the upper echelon of the conference this season, but they will have some tough competition.

"For the first time, I cannot say that Clemson is going to be the dominant team," Allen said. "Duke's going to surprise a lot of schools."

"I think Clemson, Duke and North Carolina are going to be the teams to beat. We will be competing with Virginia for the next spot. I'm not sure what kind of team they have," Allen said.

Allen hopes that Wake Forest can keep its momentum going from winter competition.

"Jackie van Wijk and Monica Kowalewski are both coming off a good winter," Allen said. "They are feeling confident about their play."

In an ITCA tournament in Milwaukee, van Wijk and Kowalewski reached the doubles final where they fell to UCLA's Jane Thomas and Jennifer Fuchs, 6-4, 6-4. Van Wijk and Kowalewski have proven that they are one of the best doubles teams in the nation. In the fall, they posted a record of 9-3 and claimed the Big Four Doubles Championship by rallying to defeat North Carolina's Gina Goblihrsch and Laura Bellentine in a tough three set match, 2-6, 7-6, 6-3.

In the same Milwaukee tournament, van Wijk won the consolation title in singles play by defeating players from such tennis powers as UCLA and California-Berkeley. In the final match, she overwhelmed Charlene Kaya from Wisconsin, 6-2, 6-3.

Van Wijk, the number one seed, enjoyed an impressive fall season in which she had a 10-5 record. She placed third in the Big Four Tournament and the Southern Intercollegiate Championship and qualified for the ITCA National Clay Courts.

Kowalewski, the Deacons' number two player, also had a good fall, posting a 7-6 record. She reached the finals in her flight of the Wake Forest Invitational, where she lost a close three set match to Texas Christian's Teresa Dobson, and she also made the consolation final of the Southern Intercollegiates, where she was defeated by Loretta Sheales of Arkansas, 6-3, 6-4.

"Our third and fourth seeds, Angelique Lodewyks and Laurie Jackson, also had an excellent fall," Allen said. "They had a lot of close matches."

In doubles, Jackson and Lodewyks compiled an 8-6 record, but four of their six losses went to three sets. They reached the finals of the Big Four Tournament, losing to the Tar Heels' Stehlperson and Amas, 8-4, 2-6, 6-3, and also gained the finals of the Wake Forest Invitational, falling in three sets to Simpson and Dobson of Texas Christian, 4-6, 6-4, 6-2.

Lodewyks and Jackson also proved to be two of the most consistent Deacons in singles action, where they compiled records of 11-4 and 10-4, respectively.

Lodewyks claimed the Big Four title in her flight by defeating Spencer Barnes of North Carolina, 6-4, 4-6, 6-3. She also reached the finals in her flight of the Wake Forest Invitational where she lost to South Carolina's Carolina Culik, 6-1, 6-2.

In the Wake Forest Invitational, Jackson won the title in her flight by holding off Margaret O'Grady of South Carolina, 6-4, 2-6, 6-2. She also reached the consolation semifinals in the Big Four, but was defeated by Barnes, 6-3, 6-2.

Playing the fifth position for the Deacons was Susie Broecker, who looks to improve her 6-7 record from the fall. In the Big Four Tournament, she reached the consolation final before losing to Ballentine of North Carolina, 6-0, 6-1.

In doubles, Broecker joined forces with Jolyne Smith to compile a 7-4 record. They reached their flight's semifinals of the Southern Intercollegiate losing to Stafford and Polasak of Florida, 6-2, 7-5.

Allen is looking for Han Sie, who gained valuable playing experience in several tournaments in the fall, and newcomer Noelle Paschon to provide Wake Forest with additional depth.

Paschon comes to the tennis team from Nick Bollettieri's Tennis Center which has produced many professional players. "Noelle will definitely add some strength to the team," Allen said.

"She is going to do well for us. It's going to be nice to have our fifth, sixth, seventh, and eighth seeds interchangeable. It is a good thing to have in case of injuries."

The Deacons are anxiously waiting for their next match Monday at Virginia Tech and their first ACC clash on February 22 at Georgia Tech. Their next home match will be against a tough Duke team on February 24 at 1:30 on Varsity Courts.

By Colleen Koontz
Holland native Jackie van Wijk returns for her junior year as the team's top seeded player.
Chris Ingalls (left) and Bria Ponder will be looking to improve their times in the 800 meter dash.
Track
Women Build On Cross Country Success; Young Runners Will Lead Men’s Efforts

The distance-oriented Wake Forest track teams are looking to set new Wake Forest records and qualify for the NCAA Championships during the 1987 track season. Karen Dunn, a former all-American in the 3000 meters, and Jennifer Rioux, who has the eighth best time in the nation in the same event, will lead the women. Freshmen Bill Babcock and Jon Hume, each of whom had outstanding high school careers, will lead the men’s squad.

Women’s coach Fransie Goodridge is hopeful that some of the success that the women’s team had during the cross country season will carry over to the track season. The team will try to continue the improvement and momentum from the most successful cross country season in school history: a second place overall finish in the ACC, as well as being ranked twentieth nationally.

Junior Dunn was an all-American in the Division I 3000 meter Championships two years ago, and has a personal best time of 9:22. Classmate Rioux has a personal best in the 3000 meters of 9:14, also set two years ago. Both these women have excellent chances of qualifying for the NCAA Championships.

Sophomore Liz Becker has run a 4:28 in the 1500 meters, and is the school record holder in the 800 meters with a time of 2:14. Fellow sophomore Kristi Cassel placed fifth in last year’s ACC 10,000 meters with a time of 36:54, and will take a shot at the school record of 36:42.

Senior Maria Merritt holds the school record of 59:8 in the 400 meters, and has run on the school record teams in the 4x400 and 4x800 relay teams. Sophomore Sue VanderWagen, who improved a great deal in cross country, will try to lower her times of 4:31 in the 1500 meters and 2:15 in the 800 meters. Junior Kay Gernrich and senior Cindy Goethals, who have improved steadily each year, will again concentrate on the 1500 meters.

On the men’s side, Coach John Goodridge feels that the freshmen will set the tone for the 1987 track season with the return of redshirt Babcock, as well as the strong core of Hume, Chris Pas, John Inman, and Eric Coffman.

This season will serve as a continued opportunity for experience and improvement, as these men enjoyed greater success on the track, rather than in cross country, as high school competitors.

Redshirt freshman Babcock is returning to form after a long Achilles tendon injury, and will concentrate on the 5000 meters. Babcock missed his freshman track season due to injury after an excellent fall cross country season. As a prep he had placed fifth in the National High School Cross Country Championships and recorded ranked times in the 3000 and 5000 meters.

Hume, a standout from Colorado, led Deacon finishers in the ACC and NCAA District Championships, and was the fourth-fastest high school 5000 meter performer in the country last year, running a 14:40. Hume represented the United States in the Pan American Games Junior Championships this past July, and is also the record holder in the Colorado prep 2-mile.

Inman was the South Carolina mile champion last year, while Pass ran on the Pennsylvania State Champion two-mile relay team. Coffman placed sixth in the Kentucky mile championships.

Senior Brian Ponder will concentrate on the 1500 and 800 meters. He is the fifth-fastest 800 meter performer in Wake Forest history, with a personal best of 1:52.

The middle distances will also be covered by junior Chris Ingalls, sixth on the Deacon all-time 800 meter list with a time of 1:53, sophomore Duncan Schloss (1:57 in the 800 and 3:59 in the 1500), seniors Ted DiBiase and John Ormond (3:57 and 4:00, respectively, in the 1500), and sophomore Dave Delmonte (4:00 in the 1500).

The 10,000 meter runners will be cross country redshirt Scott Hayward, a YAC Junior qualifier and tenth on the Wake all-time list with a 31:52, and Steve Schmidt, who has a time of 32:04.

ACC 10,000 meter scorer Steve Kartalia, who owns the second-fastest Wake Forest 10K of all time, will redshirt the 1987 track season. He redshirted the 1986 cross country season due to injury. Only two of the four cross country redshirts have returned to compete on the track.

John Goodridge emphasized that running competition is a year-round thing which necessitates year-round training. The modes, however, are different, with workouts designed to accomodate the short, banked indoor track and the wide, flat outdoor track rather than the changing racing styles and strategies found on the cross country trails.

Though the season is divided into indoor and outdoor track, the Deacon squads generally use the fewer indoor meets as preparation and experience for the more intense outdoor meets. The outdoor season officially begins about the middle of March, and continues as far as the first of June.

Wake Forest will compete in the Dogwood Relays and the Gatorade Classic, both held in Knoxville, Tenn., and the well-known Penn Relays, held in Philadelphia. The ACC schools sponsor a variety of meets from the Atlantic Coast Relays at N.C. State, to the State Intercollegiates at North Carolina.

Both the men and women missed an opportunity to compete in the Bud Light Relays at Virginia Tech because of the recent snowstorm, but some of the Deacon men ran at the Eastman Kodak Invitational held in Johnson City, Tennessee. The men turned in some good performances as Hume placed fifth overall in the collegiate two-mile with a time of 9:07, which was also a personal best and the third-fastest all-time Wake Forest performance in that event.

In the three-mile, Hayward and Schmidt turned in the second and third-fastest Wake times of 14:38 and 14:48, respectively. Ormond ran to a heat-winning 4:22 mile, while Inman ran the two-mile in 9:18.

This weekend the Deacon squads will compete at the Virginia Tech Invitational, the last meet of the regular season, in preparation for next week's ACC Indoor Championships to be held at East Tennessee State University.

—By H.B. Thomas
SPECIAL PURCHASE

PENGUIN “HURT” BOOK SALE

Slightly Damaged In Print Books From Penguin Publishing Company
On Sale Now In The Trade Book Department Of The
College Book Store

“University Stores”
Owned And Operated By Wake Forest University
For The Convenience Of The
Students And Faculty

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE.

Q: How many of the people who died of lung cancer last year were smokers?

A. 25%
B. 40%
C. 60%
D. 80%

QUITTING. IT COULD BE THE TEST OF YOUR LIFE.

U.S. Department of Health & Human Services